Technology and Design of Intelligent Casting and The Drying Line for Sanitary Ceramics
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Abstract: Firstly, the social production demand of sanitary ceramic intelligent manufacturing mold drying line is described. Secondly, the technological process of intelligent manufacturing mould drying for sanitary ceramics was analyzed, and the overall design scheme and implementation method of intelligent manufacturing mould drying line were put forward. Again the key equipment of intelligent manufacturing die drying line is analyzed and explained again, its structural characteristics, functions and characteristics are introduced, and its working principle is explained in detail. Finally, the feasibility and superiority of intelligent mould drying for sanitary ceramics were proved.

1 Introduction

With the rapid development of society, the high-speed and automation of the whole production process are paid more and more attention by various production enterprises. The automation of sanitary ceramics in China started relatively late. All along, the production of sanitary ceramics is mainly artificial, with high labor intensity, low efficiency, high production cost and low yield, which greatly weakens the competitiveness of the market [1,2]. Therefore, it is of great significance for China's ceramic industry to develop intelligent production line of sanitary ceramics, provide more energy-saving, environmental protection and more efficient intelligent mechanical equipment for ceramic production enterprises, reduce labor intensity, reduce production costs, improve work efficiency, improve productivity, and save energy, which is of great significance to China's ceramic industry, and also bring huge economic benefits to the society. Mold drying line is an important part of sanitary ware intelligent manufacturing production line. Under the operation of mold drying line and bottom mold drying double speed line, automatic and rapid drying can be realized through the hot air pipe in the mold drying room (hot air is the secondary utilization of residual temperature after furnace heating), and the mold is closed directly at the end of the drying room. The whole process improves the efficiency of products, reduces the waste of manpower, material resources and time, and optimizes the working environment of workers.

2 Analysis of process flow of mould drying room

2.1 traditional mold drying process

At present, there are many kinds and styles of sanitary ceramics in China. But the mold drying is basically the same. The grouting workshop where the workers work is a large drying room. The temperature of the grouting workshop is 36 ℃ and the humidity is above 90%. In order to save the cost, the mold is placed very close, the space is narrow and oppressive. After the mold is opened, the blank is turned over manually and the blank body is pulled away. After opening the mold, the mold is placed in the original position and dried by indoor temperature, which needs to be placed for a long time. After being used several times, the mould needs to be removed and transported to a special drying room for drying to a certain extent, and then loaded onto the traditional grouting turnover line.

Due to the inconvenience of mold handling, mold drying needs to be carried out in the grouting workshop. Mold drying needs high temperature and certain wind speed, so it can only be carried out when no one is working, that is, after work at night. This results in a grouting workshop can only open the mold once a day, that is, a set of mold can only produce a set of connected toilet every day.

Generally speaking, the traditional drying process covers a large area, poor working environment, long production cycle, low output and high labor intensity, which requires experienced and tacit cooperation of operators. With the increase of labor cost, the requirement of working environment is higher and higher. I believe that more and more people are not willing to accept this kind of work, especially the young people nowadays. Imagine,
a few years later, the ceramic factory will be able to recruit grouting workers?

2.2 Mold drying process

In this paper, taking the toilet as an example, the mold drying line is described. This equipment can realize the drying process of the toilet with different overall size, and the drying process of the toilet with different shapes remains unchanged. The process flow of mold drying line is shown in Figure 1.
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The selected position of the mold drying line is connected with the mold closing machine so that the mold can be closed directly after drying, which is convenient and efficient. In the mold drying line, all the mold trolleys and bottom mold supporting plates to be dried are transported to the mold drying line. The power mechanism makes the mold trolley and the bottom mold support plate pass through the drying room at a uniform speed, and the mold is dried to a certain extent through the hot air system.

The specific process is as follows:
(1) The mold trolley is transported to the mold opening station, and the latch is opened manually. Then the side mold is opened automatically by the mold opening machine. The bottom mold is extracted and placed on the bottom mold conveying line. The back body mold is manually removed and placed in the specified position of the mold truck.
(2) After the bottom mold is extracted, it is put into the installation position of the bottom mold support plate and transported to the drying room with the empty central line for drying.
(3) The die car is transported to the turnover station, in the process of conveying, the consolidation process is completed. The turnover machine will automatically turn out the green billet and put it on the mold supporting plate. Then the top die of the mold will be returned to the original position. The hanging pieces and internal small parts will be manually taken out and put into the original position of the mold.
(4) After a certain period of time, the mold trolley and the corresponding bottom mold are sent to the mold closing machine at the same time to complete a cycle.
(5) The temperature, humidity and wind speed have been adjusted properly.
(6) With the operation of creeping mechanism and double speed line, when the die trolley and bottom die support plate run to the outlet of drying room, the mold has reached the required drying degree, and the mold can be closed.

3 Composition of mould drying line.

The mold drying line consists of four parts: the rigid frame of the mold drying room, the mold drying line, the bottom mold drying line, and the drying system.

Composition of the outside of mould drying room.

3.1 Composition of mold drying line.

The mold drying line is shown in Figure 2.

4 Mold drying line composition

Mold drying line is composed of four parts: mold drying frame, mold drying line, bottom mold drying line, and drying system.

4.1 Mold drying line body composition

The drying line of the mold is shown in Figure 2.
The mold is composed of top mold, side mold, bottom mold, back mold at the position of drain pipe, small parts in water tank and hanging parts in urinal.

The mold drying line is composed of four parts: line support, power mechanism, crawling frame and running guide rail. According to the design production requirements, 600 billets are produced every day. Therefore, there are 3 mold drying lines with a total length of 44.3m. Each line can store up to 31 mold trolleys for drying. The rail car carries the mold trolley into the designated position of the mold drying line. The power mechanism of the mold drying line is started to drive the crawler to move forward. The hook on the crawling frame hooks the bottom beam of the mold trolley and drives the mold trolley to move forward together. At the same time, the hot air and hot water pipe radiate heat from the hot air pipe to heat and dry the mold, so that the mold car can meet the mold closing requirements when passing through the drying line.

### 4.2 composition of bottom mold drying line

The main structure layout of the bottom mold drying line is shown in Fig. 3.

The total length of the bottom mold drying line is 44.3m, and there are 3 drying double speed lines in total. Each line can store 49 bottom mold supporting plates. The bottom mold drying line is mainly composed of double speed profile, double speed chain, head and tail frame, and motor, so that the double speed chain profile is built on the upper layer of the rigid frame of the mold drying room.

Bottom mold supporting plate: the bottom mold is fixed on the supporting plate and moves along with the bottom mold. There are two rectangular tubes and wedges on the top of the bottom mold to limit each other with the limit block of the bottom mold supporting plate. Take out the bottom mold, and open (shrink) the rectangular tube by opening and closing the bottom mold taking device, so as to place (take out).

Track trolley (located at both ends of grouting creeping line and grouting turnover line): drag the mold trolley at the end of grouting creeping line and grouting turnover line to track trolley, and then transport it to the starting station at the front end of the next grouting creeping line or grouting turnover line.

Mold drying room: high temperature, fast wind speed, quickly, evenly and thoroughly dry the gypsum mold on the mold trolley and bottom mold supporting plate to a certain requirement. Mold opening machine: lift the bottom mold of the mold trolley that reaches the mold opening station and put it into the bottom mold base, and then open the side mold, which can save labor and improve the mold opening efficiency.

Die closing machine: close the side die of the die car arriving at the die closing station, then lift the bottom die
4.3 Composition of Drying System

The drying system is divided into two parts: hot air pipe and hot water pipe. The temperature of the drying room should be controlled at 40 °C - 50 °C and the humidity should be controlled at 60% - 70%. The specific situation depends on the weather, environment and temperature of the workshop at that time. There are 2 hot air pipes in total. The hot air pipes are 35m long and 500mm in diameter. Each hot air pipe is provided with several small holes with a diameter of 50mm. According to the specific situation, determine the position of the small hole to ensure that both sides of the mold can be blown. The hot water pipe is mainly in the heat dissipation position, which is surrounded by the steel structure of the drying room. Hot air pipe and hot water pipe are the secondary utilization of waste heat after furnace heating. After heat dissipation through drying room, hot water pipe flows into furnace heating water again to circulate.

5 Conclusion

Mold drying line replaces the traditional drying method, improves the working environment of workers and greatly reduces the labor force. The time of drying process can be well controlled, the requirements for workers' experience are reduced, the mold drying is basically separated from manual work, and the heavy physical labor of workers is also perfectly removed. Mold drying is also faster and more thorough, improve the mold utilization rate and pass rate, so as to improve the output, improve the income of enterprises and companies. At the same time, it can meet the production requirements of different types of connected toilet, which is suitable for the production and development requirements of enterprises, and has a broad development prospect. It has certain reference value and guiding significance for the design and development of other types of sanitary ceramic production line [16].
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